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no official violations." Blackshire/Burgess campaign 
The Student Handbook, that we would not slander the 
article D, subsection I, other team, and that we would 
paragraph S states that follow the rules set by CUSG 
"candidates may speak about to our best ability. I'm proud 
another candidate's position that we accomplished both of 
on campus issues and how those goals, while it saddens 
they differ on these positions me the other campaign did 
so long as these statements not. What is the point of 
are truthful. Falsifying having campaign rules if they 
information about a candidate are not enforced?" 
might result in immediate Vice President ofStudent 
disqualification.'' Affairs and CUSG Advisor 
Wilson said that the Doug Hallenbeck said he 
video was taken down as a was not made aware of any 
"courtesy," and "not becau~e ' violations or their procedures. 
it violated any rules." '·' Wilson, who has since 
.... Wilson said he does ndt been sworn in as CUSG 
VJ 
have a copy of the video. President said that it will bei
0 Nick Storm, who a goal of his administration 
produced the video, also said to "improve our policies to 
he deleted his copy. make them clearer and more 
The Blackshire/ transparent." He is "confident 
Burgess campaign also that the new ElectionsPer a FOIA request, The Tiger received documentation ofboth CUSG presidential candidates' campaigns and possible infractions. 
reported incidents of active Director will work with the 
campaigning on election Senate President and the 
day, which is against Article Finance and Procedures ChairCUSG ELECTION RULES UNCLEAR I, subsection B, which states to ensure that this happens." 
that "all campaigning will According to Article D,Miscom,m,unications between Elections Board and end at 12:00 a.m. on the day subsection I, paragraph I of 
of the start of the election." the Student Handbook, bothcandidates result in niishandling ofviolations 
These incidents included candidates are required to 
Rowan 4'11am Board, claiming that the video and Disqualifications the request was submitted, proof of ·social media posts submit an itemized expense 
F,ditor-in-Chief "accused Blackshire/Burgess subsection of the student as no written record existed and testimonials of Snapchat report. Both campaigns 
directly for tearing their handbook stipulates that prior, according to Nerone. videos ( which cannot be did so. Blackshire/Burgess 
The Clemson banner down, even though "each violation" receives the Nerone stated that recorded). included copies of receipts 
Undergraduate Student in their [video] caption they sanction of "a reduction in though violations occurred, According to Robert to the Elections Board. The 
Government (CUSG) said it was the wind. They the total campaign budget she would not release the Ley, the Blackshire/Burgess Wilson campaign did not. 
Elections Board, which also claimed that Blackshire/ and taking down campaign campaign that received the campaign manager, "The There is no standard form 
oversees the elections process Burgess did not like 'Cookout material.» The first violation violations. "I handled it so Elections Director confirmed for submitted budgets. 
and enforces campaign milkshakes, buffalo chicken should result in "$50 that everything was private. that [Wilson's] team was The Student Handbook 
guidelines, did not follow wraps and frockets.' This is in reduction [from budget] and Everything was taken care of penalized for these infractions, stipulates that receipts are 
their guidelines in dealing direct violation of the rule in three ground stakes." appropriately," Nerone said. but not to what extent they required "upon request," but 
with violations by one the bylaws that states that you The Wilson/Seidman No official violation were penalized." that "full financial disclosure 
campaign this year, according may comment on a team's campaign received "verbal forms were received by The Nerone stated that the statements" are required 
to a Freedom of Information platform, but not personality, warnings" instead. Tiger. Nerone indicated violations found on election from both campaigns. This 
and can serve as possible A bill passed by CUSG that this was because "the d d " er »Act (FOIA) request filed by ay counte as one ouense also includes an assessment 
The Tiger. grounds for disqualification." Senate in November to Elections Board was able because they "occurred within of items at "fair market 
The Wilson/Seidman T he 201 6 race for student update the student body to witness the violations." 24 hours of each·orher:" ' value." The Wilson/Seidman 
CUSG Presidential campaign body president was overseen handbook, sponsored by Nerone was alerted of There is nothing in campaign indicated two 
received multiple violations by the Elections Board, the 2016 Elections Board violations for published the Student Handbook events; at TD's and KFC, 
during elections, which which - according to the Director Amanda Nerone, material by multiple students, indicating that multiple that would hold "hopefully 
were overseen by the Student Body Handbook, as well as the current online both inside and outside violations occurring within no associated cost," as per 
Elections Board, according section Student Government copy of the student handbook the Blackshire/Burgess 24 hours of each other should their final budget. Article 
to documents provided to Elections, subsection III- are (which is still the un-updated campaign. None filled out a be counted as one offense. D, subsection I paragraph 
the newspaper. Wilson, in responsible for formulating version) stipulates that "an violations form. Violations must be decided u, subparagraph iii indicates 
a phone interview, said "no "updated rules and official violation form" must The Wilson/Seidman by the Elections Board Within that "materials donated to a 
official violations" were issued regulations for student body be submitted to CUSG offices campaign received violations 24 hours. campaign not evidenced by a 
to his campaign. elections,» as well as ensuring in order to proceed. for published campaign According to Nerone, receipt will be assessed at fair 
Violations included the that the elections are run A FOIA filed by the Tiger material "not previously "verbal warnings were issued market value.'' 
publication of a "House of with "integrity." produced "no responsive approved by Elections Board" in both cases.'' Nerone stated that 
Cards" parody video not Further, the Board records" for evidence and "minor social media The violations list cites she "personally audited" 
previously approved by "determine[s] sanctions submitted in proof of violations on elections day." no recorded violations for the each campaign. "I 
the Elections Board. The for student body election violations for either campaign. In a phone interview on Blackshire/Burgess campaign. think that it was a fair process," 
Blackshire/Burgess campaign violations." However, A list of violations by either March 17, Joey Wilson said, Ley said, "We made our Nerone said. "Everybody 
reports alerting the Elections Paragraph C of the Violations campaign was created after "As far as I know, we received top two priorities in the felt good.'' 
Tigers with a cause NO WIGGLING INClemson students protest anti-LGBT. 
.bill passed in NC DEATH VALLEYInterview by The Tiger staff 
The Tiger Staff (TIS): time , to speak for those with taught us as much as 
What made you decide people who are being I believe we taught them, On February 24, Tiger Paw Productions (TPP) and CUSG to drive to Charlotte to discriminated against. if not more. But without 
announced a concert withjason Derulo, SMALLPOOLS andprotest? proper guidance they would 
TIS: Can you tell me a bit have likely gone about their Shawn Hook on April 16. Tickets were around $50 for general 
Jaren Stewart (JS): I felt about your aperienc:e in daily lives without a care in admission, with the concert being held in Death Valley Stadium. 
compelled. The environment the city? The people you the world. Throughout Twitter and other forms of social media, there 
I was raised in instilled in me interacted with? seemed to be a buzz, with tweets ranging from excitement tocompassion and acceptance, LC: When we arrived at 
distaste and indifference. However, on April 5, TPP stated the and to me that means JS: The people of Charlotte the city, we put together 
acceptance isn't selective; it were a lot friendlier than I a few signs showing our cancellation of the concert. Here are a few tweets from Clemson 
extends to everyone. Sharing had anticipated. One man protest against House Bill students in response to the cancellation: 
an article on Facebook or we interacted with was a II and why we believe that 
simply liking a post is well middle-aged white male, it is wrong. For example, I 
intended, but the type of who ·was smoking a cigar on created a sign that simply 
legislative hate propagated · his patio; he stopped us and stated "No hate in any When they tell you the Jason DeruloThe Jason Cerulo concert got canceledby House Bill II was too big asked about our signs. What state." While this did not concert at Clemson Is cancelled...due lo lack ot ticket salu. Faith Infor me to be a bystander. astonished me was that necessarily pertain exactly JaSO'lden.loCklmson student body JGStorod 
he had no idea about the to House Bill II, I wanted 
Carley Somers (CS): bill, and after our dialogue to make a statement to show 
Honestly, I agreed to he went back to his day. It just how discriminatory laws 
.!.; ;¥r.i: 
go before I even fully was impactful because it's a like this are. We walked 
Marina l ..!.+ ]understood the bill. It conversation he may have around the city with our 
was both a road trip and again with someone - that's signs, and interacted with 
something I'd never done. how awareness spreads and various people along the When the 1asonderulo conoert ~ts 
cancelledThough in the days leading movements begin. way. Some gave us a cheer, 
up to our trip as I researched or nod of approval, while 
and learned the bill had CS: The interactions were all others stopped us to ask 
been passed, it seemed vital extremely unique, and I think what exactly our signs were PitrMTong 
that we go and help start a that's a really important note protesting. Many people did 
revolution that could change to make. When prompted, not even know what House shoeket • the Jo$0n Derulo concert In ,@Tigert>av,1>md maybe next tlmo book 
the world. people spoke to great lengths Bill II was, and many who Death Valley got cancelled someone people actuallywaMS pay 
about how they felt about did still had no idea that it money to see. 
, -\, (aurel Cartwright House Bill II, and not a had actually been passed and 
1· (LC): I felt that it is our single person felt exactly the made into a law. 
Information compiled by Saavon Smalls, Associate Edttor
responsibility to take some same. The people we spoke See CAUSE on A2 
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Adrian Jackson runs cross country to raise awareness for the South Carolina film industry. 
Runningforfilm, 
Myra Hutto 
Asst. Time Out Editor 
Adrian Jackson, a young 
filmmaker, is running from 
South Carolina to California 
in hopes of raising $500,000 
for Black Forest Films, his 
start-up film company. 
Besides running for donations 
for his film company, he is 
also making this journey to 
raise awareness for the "need 
of film in the Carolinas." 
On his 2,400 mile 
run from Fort Mill, South 
Carolina to Los Angeles, he 
had time to spare to stop in 
at Clemson University for a 
sit down. 
When asked what his 
impression of Clemson 
was, he described the other 
runners he passed and the 
people out on Bowman 
Field Monday during the 
clear afternoon. At first, he 
reported being unsure ofwhat 
he thought about Clemson 
because when he runs, he 
"doesn't have time to think 
or see his surroundings." 
After he had time to breathe 
in our Clemson air and enjoy 
the college town, he said, 
"My impression of Clemson 
is that everyone is nice and 
extremely friendly." 
IfJackson keeps his pace 
at 25 to 30 miles a day, this 
run will take three months 
to complete. Jackson is not 
taking on this adventure 
alone, though; he has 
assistance from a friend, 
Carlos, who is documenting 
Jackson's run to show 
everyone his experiences 
along the way. 
Jackson has been filming 
since 2007. To further his 
knowledge of the medium, he 
attended and graduated from 
The Art Institute ofCharlotte 
after studying film and video 
production in December 
2014. Since college, he has 
devoted his time to making 
his filmmaking visions 
a reality. 
The cross-country run 
was born from his passions. 
Before film, the only love 
of his life was running. His 
brilliant idea was to combine 
his two passions to develop 
and advance his film career. 
It was not an April Fools' 
joke for him to begin his 
run, even though he started 
his journey on April 1. 
When asked how his family 
and friends felt about him 
running across the country, 
he replied, "Well my mom, 
of course, she's worried. 
My family is just worried. 
All my friends are just like, 
'Wow, you're crazy!', 'Just be 
_£ I' 'D , . T'sare. , on t give up. type 
of thing." 
Jackson started in Main 
Street of Fort Mill, South 
Carolina, and will continue 
through to the state to Rock 
Hill and Greenville. Then 
he will move toward the 
West Coast, where he will 
end his run in Los Angles, 
California. On this three 
month stretch, he thought 
the biggest obstacles he'll 
have to overcome is staying 
hydrated and keeping at his 
30 miles a day pace. He feels 
confident that he will stay on 
his pace with his rabbit foot 
that he always keeps with 
him in his bag "because it's 
good luck." 
Jackson realizes that 
there are a million filmmakers 
in the world creating films 
like him, but he decided to 
separate himself from the 
other filmmakers. He said, 
"There is something special 
in Carolina film. We have our 
own style, our own culture 
and our own way of doing 
things that is constantly 
being overlooked. What if 
Oscar-nominated films were 
being filmed in the Carolinas 
consistently? What if actors 
here didn't always have to 
scrape up what money they 
have to go to Atlanta, New 
York or Hollywood to catch 
their next big break? What 
if the million dollar budgets 
for these major films were 
being spent in our area? 
Implementing these changes 
can do something beautiful 
and amazing for our area, 
and if I have to run across 
America to turn a few heads 
and get people looking our 
way, I will." 
His primary interest 
is in creating psychological 
thrillers and suspense 
movies. His inspiration for 
developing films is "putting 
emotions and telling stories 
in a film to create a concept 
and having a viewer see it." 
Adrian Jackson wants 
to improve the economy 
in South Carolina with his 
passion for film: "Film. 
You've got to think about all 
of the businesses. You have to 
think about all of the money 
spent. The average film 
costs around $33 million, so 
once a film is produced in a 
certain town, the company 
has to spend money on gas, 
equipment rentals and food 
and catering. The restaurants, 
hotels and gas stations can all 
benefit from rhat in a way 
and grow the economy," 
said Jackson. 
When he gets to 
California, Jackson says he 
doesn't know what he will 
do. He feels like he will 
probably just sit there, take it 
all in, and go lay on the beach 
and relax after his long and 
impactful journey. Jackson is 
sleeping in a tent and living 
these next three months on 
the edge, but he intends the 
journey to be for the benefit 
of South Carolina. 
To find updates and 




The Clemson Paw on Bowman Field gets repainted in anticipation of the Spring Game. 
WANT YOUR PHOTO O B FE TU E AS HO OOF 
THE DAV? TWEET@THETIGERCU WITH #POTO. 
CAUSE from page Al 
TIS; Why is dah cause so 
impoJUat to yoa? 
JS: It is discrimination. As 
a person of good character, 
I would let myself and 
countless others down by 
not taking a stand. 
CS: Not only is this a 
question of social injustice, 
but it's a question on 
legislation. From what I 
understand of the bill, it was 
passed rapidly and without 
much deliberation. It's come 
across to me as a question 
of whom is representing 
the people, that they would 
do something, presumably 
behind the backs of everyone 
else, and get away with it. 
LC: For me personally, 
I think this cause is so 
important, as laws like this 
are a major step backward 
for our society. We need to 
continue to move towards 
equality, and laws like this 
support discrimination 
and bias against people of 
our nation. 
TI'S: How would you 
describe the experience of 
protesting this bill? Was it 
positive or more negative? 
JS: Positive. It was scary 
going to a new city, and it 
was challenging starting the 
conversations, but it was 
rewarding when we found 
people who stood with us 
and gave support. Growing 
up in San Diego, California, 
we have the upmost respect 
for the military, and for me 
personally because my father 
served in the Navy for 20 
years. With that being said, 
the day really stood out 
as positive to me when we 
were passing a family and 
the father, who was an Army 
vet, gave me a high five and 
kept walking. His gesture 
reaffirmed my stance, and 
kept me upbeat for the rest 
of the day. 
CS: I can't say I've ever 
protested anything before, 
so it was a real learning 
experience. We had 
interactions with individuals 
experiencing homelessness 
and law enforcement, and 
everyone had their own 
opinion on the issue. It 
wasn't violent or heated 
like it's often broadcasted 
as, just a way to facilitate 
the conversations that will 
change people's perspectives. 
LC: I would definitely say 
it was a positive experience. 
For the most part, everyone 
we interacted with supported 
our position and agreed 
that this new bill is a prime 
example of legislative hate. 
TI'S: What can you tell 
Clemson about your 
protest? Is there anything 
you'd like this community 
to know about it? 
JS: Speak. Speak. Speak. 
Don't get so distracted by 
academia and your own life 
that you can't spend time 
aiding those in need. The 
Civil Rights Movement 
didn't stop because people 
had finals. You're important 
and you matter, and so 
does every he, she and each 
identity in-between.-
CS: For me, this reverts 
back to my comments 
on the people we spoke 
with in Charlotte. Don't 
wait for something like a 
community dialogue to 
speak to the issues you 
feel strongly about. Be the 
prompter and facilitate 
the conversations. 
LC: The most important 
thing there is to know about 
any protest is to just get out 
there and do it. Don't wait 
for someone else to start one, 
or wait until you know there 
will be a large group to fit in 
with. While we understand 
that only three of us cannot 
make a difference in one 
day, we can create awareness 
that will eventually lead 
to change. One thing I 
learned was that this bill 
was not passed because it 
had so much support, but 
simply because people were 
not aware of it or did not 
speak up against it. I still 
believe that the majority 
of people in the state of 
North Carolina would not 
support such a hateful law, 
but too many people are 
afraid or just unwilling 
to speak up. Honestly, 
the most important thing 
that any of us can do to 
create a more accepting 
and equal society is to just 
speak up and stand up 
against discrimination. 
Clemson students traveled to protest the anti-LGBT bill that just passed in North Carolina. 
9 T ~ ANN~ Al Cl tM)0 Nl IT tRA R~ FtST I~ ~ l 
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• Reading: Hosted by The Watering Hole 
7-8 p.m. II TD's, 339 College Avenue 
• Literary Trivia 
8 p.m. I I TD's 
• Reading: Keith Morris 
12:30-1:45 p.m. /1 Academic Success Center (ASC), Room 118 
• Reading: Student Creative Writing Award Winners 
2-3 p.m. I I ASC, Room 118 
• Reading: Leslie Parry, Katherine Heiny, GC Waldrep 
4-5:30 p.m. // All In Coffee Shop 
• Reading: Charles Simic 
8-9 p.m. II Alumni Center 
• After Party 
9:30 p.m. // Nick's Tavern and Deli, 107-2 Sloan Street 
• Reading: Clemson Faculty Members, Walt Hunter, Jeff Fallis, 
Jillian Weise 
10:30-11:45 p.m. II ASC, Room 118 
• Roundtable Discussion: Festival Authors 
2-3:15 p.m. II ASC, Room 118 
• Reading: Randall Kenan, Beth Ann Fennelly, Dan Beachy­
Quick, Suzanne Buffman 
4:30-6 p.m. II Alumni Center (114 Alumni Circle) 
• Reading: Mary Miller, Srikanth Reddy, Nate Marshall 
7:30-9 p.m. // Alumni Center 
• Open Mic Night: Hosted by A.D. Carson 
10-11:30 p.m. II Blue Heron, 405 College Ave #130 
Information com lied from hit ://www.clemson.edu/caah/conferences/llter -festivaVlndex.html 
• 
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JUSTIN LEE CAMPBELL 
News Editor 
TESSA SCHWARZE 
Senior Staff Writer 
EMILY DREYER 
News Layout Editor 
Asst. Outlook Editor wife. The 2008 U.S Open 
was Woods' last major win, 
Mark Hinds hands of his 9-iron-wielding 
OUTLOOK 
"The Masters." and there are a number of opinions.thetigernews@gmail.com 
DAVID SPEARMANThose two words can words that could be used to Outlook Editor 
bring chills to golf fans across describe his personal life and MARKIIINDs 
Assistant Outlook Editorthe country. This tournament golf career since then. Use 
CAROLYNGoRE
has the best atmosphere in all your imagination. Outlook Layout Editor 
of golf. For me, the champion He has had back surgery 
throwing the green jacket on and knee surgery. His life 
SPORTS
his shoulders officially ushers has been nothing short of a sports.thetigernews@gmail.com 
in spring. This year, however, roller coaster since November ALLISON DANIEL 
. Sports Editorsomething will be different. of 2009. Sure, he has won 
MATIHEW BRIDGES 
The tournament field will multiple tournaments in the Assistant Sports Editor 
be without one of its four­ last seven years-The Arnold CAROLINE FRITZE 
Spc,rts Layout Editortime champions, one of the Palmer Invitational, the AT&T NEALE MADDEN 
most controversial figures in National and the Memorial Sports Layout Editor 
golf, sports and possibly in tournaments, to name a 
the country. few-but he hasn't won any TIMEOUT 
Tiger Woods. Drop majors. Let's be honest, no one tigertimeout@.&!"'Oil.com 
JAMFSKIDDthe name in casual dinner cares if Woods wins or loses, 
TimeOut Editor
conversation and things unless it is The Masters, PGA MYRAHUTIO 
can quickly turn into a Championship, U.S. Open or Assistant TimeOut Editor 
VALERIE SMITHheated debate. The British Open. Senior Staff Writer 
You see, everyone has an Will Woods ever finally shot to win the tournament, person. I know what he did to watch any great professional JAMIE YARBOROUGH 
TimeOut Layout Editor 
love him or hate him, and everything. back together? beclouded any glimmer of people may hare him. Right level, no matter which team 
there is no in between. No one Only time will tell. Personally, hope I possessed. Even if he now, put all that aside. Think they're playing for. 
opinion on Woods: they either get his game, swing, life and bur a 74 on Saturday only was wrong. I know many athlete play their game at their 
PHOTO 
plwto.thetigernews~ gmail .com is indifferent towards Woods. I will try not to get my hopes had won, let's be honest: it was about Tiger Woods the golfer, I am nor defending any 
SAVANNAH N. MILLERIf you have strict moral and up, as I have in the past, the Quicken Loans National. not Tiger Woods the person. of Woods' off course actions. Photo Editor 
social values, you are probably because recent history has Ir is nor a Major - it's not a Woods is one of the most What he did was wrong, there ISABELLE DAVIS 
Assistant Photo Editorone of those who would throw shown that the outcome will tournament that people like iconic sports figures of our is no denying that. However, I 
AsHLEYSTOUT
Woods a dumbbell if he were be a disappointing one for me really and truly yearn to rime. Golf is simply better to wish people could put all that Assistant Photo Editor 
drowning. I am not one of Tiger fans everywhere. This see Woods win. Ir's nor the watch when he is playing great. aside and think about the great 
those people. I am a Tiger fan. summer at the Quicken Loans Augusta National. Isn't any sport better to watch golfer that he is. The truth 
COPY EDITINGOr at least, I am a person who National, Woods got my hopes Most people have strong when the best are playing at is, they cannot. Ir is nearly copy.thetigernews@gmail.com
wishes Woods would transform up again. He shot a 68 on animosity towards Woods their best? impossible. Ir is our human DANIEL KENNEDY 
Head Copy Editorinto the "Tiger of Old" Thursday and a 66 on Friday. because of the way he has When Woods is on a nature to have ill feelings 
SARAH STILLINGER 
and play some phenomenal On Saturday, he shot a 74, conducted himself off the roll, people who don't know towards someone who cheated Copy Editor 
golf again. and then he shot another 68 course over the past several anything about golf tune in to on their spouse - especially KALEE LINEBERGER 
Copy EditorThe past few years, we on Sunday. G~ing into the years. When you are an see what unfolds, just like how someone we once held so high 
have watched with awe and weekend, he ·was tied for fifth. incredible athlete and role people who don't know the on our list ofpeople to admire. 
anger as Tiger Woods ousted On Sunday, he finished in a tie model to children across the first thing about football still If Tiger starts winning like he WEB MANAGEMENT 
website .thetigernews@gmatl.com his long time caddie, Steve for 22nd ... Total Tiger move. country, cheating on your watch the Super Bowl. I may used to, who knows? Maybe 
KODY Mcllu,EWilliams, changed up his I will admit that Friday wife does nor help your public really not like Tom Brady, but Gatorade will start to make Website Manager
swing a few times and escaped night, I let myself believe image. I know many people that doesn't mean football is that "Gatorade Tiger" stuff 

















Chloe Jones it seemed Clemson had all I Throughout my first Brochures, pamphlets However, I want ro see a SAMANTHA GRUBB 
Distribution RepresentativeContributor wanted. Ir offered the Clemson days of classes, I noticed and even the Clemson website change. Clemson may have 
JARED SCHMIDT 
Family experience, diversity something. Where was the misrepresented the reality of created this fantastical view of Distribution Representative 
ANNA FOGERTYWhen I was a senior programs, a great football diversity? Where were African­ Clemson's absence of diversity. diversity because that is what 
Distribution Representative
in high school, it came rime team and happy students Americans? Where were The only places I saw members they are striving to obtain 
for me to choose a college to all around. The pictures in Hispanics? There were barely of other races were at athletic at present and in the future. 
attend. My high school was very these packets and brochures any. I had mostly white peers events and in the library, This university has a lot of 
racially and religiously diverse, painted an image of diversity in almost every single class, bur certainly not in any of work to do on its image and 
and I wanted to have a similar and happiness throughout which shocked me because I my classes. past reputation, its misleading 
experience in college. Diversity Clemson's campus. I was attended a high school with an Looking to add diversity images of diversity and more. CONTACT US 
has always been significant hooked, and I knew Clemson equal representation ofAfrican to my life because of the The late Maya Angelou 
MAIN OFFICE 
to me, as I am curious and was for me. Clemson not Americans and Hispanics, misrepresentation in my said it best: "It is rime for 315 Hendrix Student Center 
Clemson University interested in cultures other only had the subject I wanted as well as other minorities. acceptance and orientation parents to reach young people 
Phone (864) 656-2150 
than my own. As a white to study and the family feel I At Clemson, it appeared materials, I joined a service early on char in diversity, Fax (864) 656-4772 
PRINTERfemale, I have constantly desired, bur it placed what I to be as white as a blank sorority here on campus called there is beauty and there is 
Anderson Independent Mail, 
wanted to learn more about thought was a huge emphasis canvas with no intention of Gamma Sigma Sigma. This strength." Clemson University Anderson, S.C. 
people who do not necessarily on diversity. adding color. service sorority welcomed can achieve this beauty and 
look like me or even think as I The time finally came for I could not believe this. diversity, and I was finally strength by encouraging 
do. I approached the decision me to start my freshman year at I felt lied to and deceived into able to make friends who were diversity throughout the TheTiger is an independent orgaru,ation 
comprised ofmany individuals. The opinionsof choosing my college with Clemson. I was ecstatic about believing that Clemson really of different races than mine, campus and by being 
expr=ed by any article may not n=ssarily 
a mindset that held diversity making new friends and finally strived to be diverse. I went on who had different religions more honest in its recruiting reptesent the views ofTheTiger Newspaper, 
and an amazing education in starting my college classes. I with my day looking at people than mine and who thought materials so students know Ckm.son Univmity or the Boord ofTrust=. 
high regard. went into Clemson with an who looked the same as me, differently than I did, all while what they are signing up for. Lett= to the F.ditor can be submitted to 
One of the schools I innocent mindset, meaning I and it was like walking through being connected through our My hopes are that, in the editor.thetigcmcw,@gmail.com. Letters shall 
be no longtt than 400 words and will run at was accepted to was Clemson was naive enough to think there a mirror maze seeing nothing sorority as sisters. future, Clemson can become 
the disartion ofthe F.ditor in Orie£ 
University. As I flipped was such a thing as diversity but images of myself over Despite the misteptesentation, more racially, religiously and 
F.ach reader's Mt copy ofTheTiger is frtt. Allthrough my acceptance packet, anywhere on this campus. and over again. I have still enjoyed my time here. politically diverse. 
subsequent copies are $1.00 each. 
______,._,,- ·-
Tiger Woods will not be competing at this year's Masters tournament, due to a recent back surgery. 
~~
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Clemson football will look to replace several defensive starters from their National Championship appearance season last year. 
SPRINGING INTO FOOTBALL SEASON 
are ~n the ·ou1 icle ookin_g _in. 
· n B ant an Chnsnan=====~~~~-:;;;~=~===~ 
y, spring and 
don't mix. But there 
is one tlu that,,.breaks up the 
funk of an o~ason: ffie Spring 
Game. The Spring Game aims 
to show off all of the new 
college football recruirs and 
provide hope for the future of 
the program. While there won't 
be any conract made on the 
quarterback, all of the other 
positions will be playing for a 
chance to start, and that means 
playing hard. 
Clemson's hopes have 
never been higher. The Tigers 
are coming off a tough loss 
to Alabama in the National 
Championship back in 
January. After brutally tearing 
apart Oklahoma's defense in 
the Orange Bowl, the Tigers 
couldn't keep up the defensive 
side of the ball in a 45-40 loss 
against the Crimson Tide. Now 
they are back and ready to show 
the college football community 
that it wasn't a fluke. 
Clemson will have a lot 
of holes to fill on the defensive 
side. For the second consecutive 
se:1i5on, the defensive line 
situation looks bleak, if you 
m·ns ~ be i:he ext guys up 
in the long luie ofi dominating 
interior linemfui. for th_;.l'igers 
since 2008. Even if . ose two 
struggl , 2lenty o ew freshmen 
will be bdffnd them ready to 
lend a hand. Dexter Lawrence is 
an incoming freshman playing 
defensive rackle. Lawrence was 
a five-star recruit rated No. 2 
at defensive tackle and No. 6 
overall- in the NATION. 
The secondary and 
linebacker positions have also 
been left empty. Mark Fields 
and Korrin Wiggins look to be 
the de facto starting safeties, but 
again, anything can happen in 
spring. Defensive Coordinator 
Brent Venables knows how to 
use safeties, so if one or both of 
them falter, there will always be 
somebody to take their place. 
Cornerback is a whole other 
ballgame. Adrian Baker was lost 
for the season when he tore his 
ACL in practice. The rockiest-
looking part ofthe 2016 defense 
is going to be the cornerbacks 
and how little experience has 
been accrued at that position. 
Linebacker received a surge 
when five-star recruit Rahshaun 
Smith committed to Clemson. 
Smith is vying for a chance at 
either the Mike (middle) or 
Sam (suong side) linebacker 
positions. Ben Boulware has 
already locked up the Will 
(weak side) linebacker spot, but 
Smith has a chance to, at the 
very least, play an important 
reserve spot at either ofthe open 
linebacker positions. 
The offense from 2015 
is only going to improve in 
2016. The Tigers lost two 
skilled players in running back 
Zac Brooks and wide receiver 
Charone Peake. Tight end 
Sranton Seckinger graduated 
as well, but he was mostly 
used a run blocking TE. 
Mike Williams also returns to 
Clemson football activities after 
suffering a brutal neck injury in 
the first game against Wofford 
when he caught a touchdown 
pass but ran head-first into the 
goal post just after the catch. 
Other returning receivers 
also include Artavis Scott, Ray 
Ray McCloud, Deon Cain and 
Hunter Renfrow. Every receiver 
in this corps has a particular 
position within the offense. 
Renfrow and Scott are both 
slightly smaller guys who can 
play pitch-and-catch type plays, 
whereas Cain and Williams 
really stretch the field and use 
their size and speed to stretch the 
defense and make plays in space. 
Renfrow had two touchdown 
receptions against Alabama 
in the national title game and 
has, in one year, developed 
into one of Deshaun Warson's 
favorite targers. 
"It's going to be the last 
time to see Deshaun Warson, 
most likely, in a spring game," 
said Dabo Swinney, and he is 
right. Clemson fans are still 
getting used to Warson carving 
up defenses, but soon they will 
have to say goodbye to the best 
quarterback Clemson has had 
since Steve Fuller, the player 
whose retired number Warson 
has emblazoned on his jersey. 
Luckily, backups Tucker Israel 
and Kelly Bryant will pick up 
the mantle, just as Deshaun did 
after Tajh Boyd left. 
Although many Clemson 
stars are leaving to pursue a 
career in the NFL or elsewhere, 
the recruiting job done by Dabo 
Swinney and Co. has been more 
than enough to fill the shoes of 
any of the players who have left. 
Clemson will·continue to be an 
NCAAF powerhouse for years 
to come, but first they have to 
get through the Spring Game. 
Left fielder Reed Rohlman (26) and pitcher Pat Krall (36) celebrate together during a game at Doug Kingsmore stadium. 
Tigers must prove 
themselves on the road 
Cole Little 
Contributor 
With the Clemson 
Tigers baseball team currently 
boasting a less than stellar 
7-5 conference record, this 
weekend's series against the 
lowly Duke Blue Devils 
is exactly what the Tigers 
need to become nationally 
relevant again. 
Following Clemson's 
mid-March sweep of the 
Boston College Eagles, the 
Tigers were riding high -
No. 12 in the nation -
following the impressive 
series performance. Then, 
a lackluster effort in a road 
sweep against the Miami 
Hurricanes showed the 
Tigers' weaknesses and 
downgraded them from their 
position as one of the nation's 
top powerhouses. 
This past weekend saw 
the Tigers take two out of 
three against the Pittsburgh 
Panthers, but the series was 
at home, in Doug Kingsmore 
Stadium. The Tigers have 
yet to make an impactful 
statement on the road this 
season, and their humiliation 
at the hands of the Canes 
occurring on the road. 
Enter the Blue Devils. 
At 4-8 in conference play, 
they are second to last in the 
ACC, and they have been 
bottom feeders for the past 
few seasons. However, Duke 
has a history of giving the 
Tigers trouble, even at Doug 
Kingsmore, so the Tigers 
could potentially make a 
major statement when they 
take them on in Durham 
this weekend. 
At this stage in the 
season, every game is 
important, and losing a single 
game of the three-game series 
against Duke would be a 
blow to Clemson's postseason 
resume. The Tigers are hoping 
to be named a regional host 
for the NCAA Tournament, 
and suffering losses to lowly 
teams in the latter half of the 
regular season is never a good 
way to accomplish that goal. 
Speaking on the 
importance of each game 
over the course of the college 
baseball season, Clemson 
Head Coach Monte Lee told 
reporters this past weekend, 
"In baseball, they're all 
important. The 56-game 
schedule is a resume. You're 
trying to build a resume to 
get into the field of 64. Then 
 
you have a chance to play 
in Omaha." 
That being said, a sweep 
of the Blue Devils would help 
make that chance of playing 
in Omaha a little better. 
The Tigers are 
beginning to display signs 
of inconsistency that are to 
be expected from a youthful 
team under the leadership 
of a first-year coach. Some 
games feature an abundance 
of runs, and, in others, runs 
are far harder to come by. 
The starting pitching is a bit 
dubious, as well. Needless to 
say, the Tigers must correct 
this ifthey are to have a decent 
shot at hosting a regional in 
May. Sweeping Duke would 
be a great start, and the Tigers 
should go into Durham with 
the confidence that they can 
pull it off. 
The Tiger Cub made an appearance at last year's field day. 
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Clemson is home to 
some of the most talented 
student-athletes in the 
country. From Heisman­
finalist Deshaun Watson 
to freshman phenomenon 
Seth Beer, these guys make a 
splash on the field. However, 
Clemson athletes also make 
an impact off the field. This 
Saturday, Clemson football 
will hold its annual Spring 
Game to showcase the team 
before the season begins in 
rhe fall. Everyone will get 
to see these amazing athletes 
perform, but many may not 
know what the student­
athletes will be doing prior 
to the Spring Game. 
Beginning at 10 
a.m. on Saturday, April 
9, children from across 
the community will have 
a chance to interact with 
some of Clemson's student 
athletes in the 13th annual 
"Be a T.I.G.E.R." Field 
Day. The day will consist 
of athletes from multiple 
sports playing with children 
and teaching them what it 
means to be a T.I.G.E.R. 
The aspects included in 
that are teamwork, integrity, 
gratitude, education, and 
respect, all ofwhich Clemson 
values in both athletics 
and academics. 
The day consists 
of athletes and children 
playing games that promote 
these characteristics. It also 
demonstrates the character 
of Clemson's student 
athletes and serves as a way 
for them ro give back to 
the community. 
Coordinator Courtney 
Fallon is excited for the event 
this year since there are some 
new attractions coming. 
"As director of the 
event I am excited to see 
the turnout we will have 
this year. We have many 
new activities and vendors 
coming to this event. I hope 
this is one of our largest 
turnouts and I am excited 
to see all the children enjoy 
a day spent with student 
athletes from Clemson," 
Fallon said. 
Admission to the 
event is free for children in 
grades K-8 and parents are 
welcome and encouraged to 
attend as well. Participants 
will receive a T-shirt as 
well as other prizes. The 
event will be held at Jervey 
Meadows, the grassy field 
behind Doug Kingsmore 
Stadium from 10-2, 
immediately followed by the 
Spring Game. 
YoungTiger fans pose with a Rally Cat at Be AT.I.G.E.R. Field Day. 
t
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Tony Sipp pitched 54.1 innings for the Houtston Astros last season. He had an ERA of 1.99, 
TIGERS IN THE MLB: 
Brad Miller will be playing fur the Tampa Bay Rays beginning this season after two seasons with Seattle 
Former Clemson players take on the major leagues 
Austin Hays Houston Astros be loaded with more talent 2014-2015. While he's parks in the majors, Paulsen with the Mariners, he was 
Contributor Season at Clem.son: than last year, meaning Sipp shown some pop early in has a lot to prove and has mainly used as a "super­
2004 (JUGO transfer) could see reduced time, but his career, having knocked a chance to break out utility" player, spending the 
his solid strikeout numbers in 15 homers to go with in 2016. bulk of his time at shortstop 
While a month and a Sipp is now entering and strength against right­ 59 runs batted in to date, but also getting time at 
half of college baseball is his eighth season in the handed bats (unusual for Rockies manager Walt Weiss second base, third base, 
now in the books, the first big leagues and third in most southpaw pitchers) isn't ready to name him an BRAD MILLER and each outfield position. 
pitch of the 2016 Major Houston, where he's proven will ensure that he won't everyday player, mainly due Shortstop, The Rays figure to use him 
League Baseball . ·season himself to be a reliable be underused. to a high strikeout rate and Tam.pa Bay Rays more often at short after 
wasn't thrown until Sunday. veteran arm. Last year, the unproven status against left­ Seasons at Clemson: the offseason departure of 
This year's opening rosters lefty came out of the bullpen handed pitchers. He'll begin 2008-2011 Asdrubal Cabrera. He has 
for the thirty MLB teams sixty times, pitching 54.1 BEN PAULSEN the season splitting time at both power (29 homers 
include three Clemson innings with an ERA of 1.99 First Basem.anl first base with the veteran After spending the first in 2.5 seasons) and speed 
alumni, with many more in while holding opponents' Outfielder, Mark Reynolds - another two and a half seasons of (stole 13 bases in 2015), and 
the minor leagues waiting bats to a .208 clip. His Colorado Rockies player notorious for high his career with the Seattle with discipline, he could 
to get called up. Let's take impressive efforts last year Seasons at Clem.son: power and high strikeout Mariners, Brad Miller--the see himself move up in the 
a look at the three former helped transform the Astros rates - but a hot start to 2011 ACC Player of the Rays' lineup, but a high2007-2009
Tigers and what they bring from league laughingstock the season could earn him Year--is seeking a new start strikeout rate and mediocre 
to their respective teams. into a bona fide postseason Ben Paulsen is now more opportunities . With with Tampa Bay. Much like batting average could 
contender and earned him entering his first full a very talented Colorado his former teammate Ben prevent that. Nevertheless, 
a three year contract in the season in the majors, as lineup around him and the Paulsen, Miller is a young Miller will get plenty ofTONY SIPP offseason. This year, the he split time between the advantage of playing one player who has much more chances to break out in 
Relief Pitcher, Houston bullpen figures to majors and minors from of the most hitter-friendly to develop. During his time South Florida. 
Redshirt sophomore left Gelder Reed Rohlman (26) is bat­
ting .304 with 19 RBIs on the year. 
TIGERS > BULLDOGS 
Clemson outlasts Georgia to remain 
undefeated in midweek games 
Trevor Andreson 
Contibutor 
Coming off of a big 
series win over Pittsburgh, 
the No. 16 Tigers made 
the short drive to Athens 
on Tuesday night for a 
tough midweek matchup 
against the University 
of Georgia. 
rit01hzr 
Lefthand er Alex 
Bostic, who is usually 
the team's closer, got his 
first start of the season. 
He didn't last too long 
though, running into some 
trouble early. Bostic soon 
found himself knocked 
out in the second inning 
after allowing the Dawgs 
two runs. 
After that rough 
start, it was pretty much 
bullpen by committee, as 
six other Tiger pitchers 
came in to slow down the 
Bulldog offense. 
Brooks Crawford 
was the first out of the 
gate, and threw 2.2 
innings of two-run baseball, 
though neither were 
earned. Next up was Patrick 
Andrews, who allowed 
a few hits and one run 
over 1.3 innings of work. 
Alex Schnell and Ryley 
Gilliam threw .2 innings 
apiece, with Schnell allowing 
one run. 
Alex Eubanks made an 
appearance as well, though 
he was only brought in to 
get one batter out. ACC 
Co-Pitcher of the Week 
Pat Krall came in to finish 
out the game, allowing 
only one hit over his 
1.2 innings. 
~(/ 
The offensive effort 
was powered by a number 
of Tigers as well. National 
hitter of the month Seth 
Beer continues to stay hot 
at the plate, extending 
his hitting streak to 25 
games and making his 13th 
home run of the year. K.J. 
Bryant also furthered his 
hitting record, driving in a 
run on a single in the second 
inning. 
Chase Pinder, Chris 
Okey and Eli White all 
collected two base hits, and 
scored a combined four 
runs. Earning a job third­
base last weekend, Jordan 
Greene has been playing 
well, continuing the trend 
by getting on base three 
times and scoring two 
runs. First baseman Chris 
Williams is starting to 
come into his own, and has 
been a completely different 
hitter over the past two 
weeks. Williams' two-run 
homer in the seventh not 
only tied the game up, but 
gave the Tigers life and 
momentum going into the 
final two innings. 
The Tigers are now 
22-7 overall as they head 
into a long stretch of ACC 
conference play, which 
starts this weekend in 
Durham, North Carolina, 
against Duke. 
Air Rifle Team takes a 
shot at championships 
Zachary Clark The team has been Rifle Club Championship, 
Contibutor overall champions four individual qualifiers needed 
times previously, but with to score higher than 450 in 
The Clemson Air all the new members on small-bore rifle and 495 in 
Rifle Team, a club sport, the team, they were proud air rifle. Combined, teams 
competes nationally of the results . Head Coach needed to score more than 
against clubs, NCAA and Geoff Graves, a senior from 1800 in small-bore rifle or 
ROTC teams. The team Knoxville, Tennessee, talked 19 80 in air rifle. 
was formed in 1991 and about the team's youth: "We Mangan, a junior from 
founded the South Eastern graduated three-quarters of Walhalla, South Carolina, 
Air Rifle Conference, our team last year, so to have scored a 584 in air rifle, 
where they have a shot at three freshman competitors and 561 in small-bore 
championship status. at the championships - which earned her an 
On March 18-20, the is amazing." individual first place medal 
Clemson Air Rifle Team President Rachel in air rifle, second in small­ From left to right: Kevin Mangan, Daniel Gonzalez, Geoff Graves, Kaitlyn Sandford, Rachel 
Mangan said, "We've been bore and first overall. traveled to Fort Benning Mangan, Hansen Mou and Derek Devera posed after their championship appearance. 
Military Base in Columbus, energized by the new Other notable 
Georgia for the 2016 members who came aboard performances were Kaitlyn of 546 in air rifle and 507 in for the team, saying, "This are held from August 
National Rifle Association this year, and they pushed us Sanford, a freshman from small-bore. is a building year for us, and to March. If you are 
(NRA) Intercollegiate Rifle all the way to nationals . It's Springfield, New Jersey Hansen Mou, a we still placed fourth overall interested in learning more 
Club Championships. The a fantastic start to a strong who finished with a score freshman from Greenville, . .. The future of Clemson's information about joining 
weekend was a successful future of marksmanship of 544 in air rifle and 520 South Carolina, finished Air Rifle Team looks really the club or making a 
experience for the young safety and prec1S1on in small-bore, and Daniel with a score of 523 in air strong . . . I honestly think donation to the team, 
team as they finished third perfection from our club." Gonzalez, a freshman from rifle and 489 in small-bore. I've enjoyed this year as part contact Club President 
in air rifle, fourth in small­ In order to advance Columbia, South Carolina Graves talked about the of the club the most." Rachel Mangan at 
bore and fourth overall. to the NRA Intercollegiate who finished with a score season so far and the future Practices for the club rmangan@clemson.edu. 
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ON THE PROWL 
COVERING THE BASES 
• 
• 
I love everything quintessentially American: apple pie, 
vanilla ice cream and, of course, baseball. 
Love reminds me of baseball because, after all, it's a classic, 
and it's definitely a game. Just like in baseball, you have a team. 
Your significant other is your team. 
You have to play together to win because if one ofyou loses, 
you both lose. You have to support one another, and if they 
happen to make a mistake in the game, you can't hold it over their 
heads. You have to let the grudges go. You have to go forward and 
play the best game you can possibly play. 
You also have fans and critics, those people who are looking 
for you to fail. They mingle in the crowd, but it's not hard to pick 
them out. Your fans are your family and friends who see how your 
teammate makes you happy, and they are happy for you. The 
people who are looking for you to lose and give up are the ones 
who are jealous of what you have. Don't let this get to you. The 
moment you let other people into your head is the moment you're 
going to lose the game. 
This is on the field and off the field, as well. In a relationship, 
both teammates must show support for each other and cheer 
each other on. Homeruns don't happen every time. Ladies, be 
supportive - be his cheerleader. Guys, be her biggest fan and let 
her know how much you appreciate everything she does for you. 
Baseball and relationships can be messy, and a little appreciation 
can go a long way. 
"Don't let the fear of striking out keep you from 
playing the game." 
Everyone is going to strike out sometimes. I've struck out. It 
takes time for you and your partner to get in the swing of things. 
They have to get to know the field, and you can't get mad if they 
can't find the sweet spot to hit the ball. Just give it a few times, 
and don't forget to practice. 
Taking risks is part of the game, so don't be aftaid to try 
something new. Say, "Tell me what more I could do to turn you 
on. What's something you want to try, even if it's weird?" That's 
literally all you have to do. When you're comfortable enough to 
have sex with someone, then you should be comfortable enough 
to tell them what you want and when you want it. Am I right, or 
am I right? 
If you haven't joined a team yet, or if you have and haven't · 
tried for a homerun yet, then don't swing unless you see something 
you like. This if for girls and guys: you don't have to swing at 
everything you see. Things may not work our; it can be too fast, 
or the pitch may look like it's not for you and on some occasions 
you might get hit in the face - figuratively of course. But when 
this does happen, remember that these aren't the only pitches 
you're going to get. You're going to get plenty of opportunities to 
knock one out of the park with the right one. 
When your team is losing, it may seem that the best idea you 
can come up with is to lie, cheat and steal, but don't. However, if 
you do have to, lie with your teammate in bed and nap on rainy 
days, cheat time because there is never enough with your partner 
and steal away their sadness because that's what teammates are 
supposed to do. You can't throw in the towel when things start 
getting tough. 
So remember the rules of the game, and always try to hit 
that homerun - or at least get on base. You never know what'll 
happen until you take a swing. 
Kelsey Morgan 
Contributor 
I think one of the most 
important things you can do when 
you're abroad or new to an area and 
school is to find places where you 
feel at home. I got really lucky and 
ended up in a program that leaves 
me a lot of time to travel - and I 
mean a lot. I've actually gotten to 
spend the last month or so in Paris, 
and I've gotten a chance to look for 
some hidden gems to call my own. 
If you know me, you know 
I have an obsession with quirky 
and quaint little coffee shops. 
Desperately needing to fill the void 
that has been left by the absence of 
All In, I decided to start working 
my way through what a particular 
travel article claims are the "Top 
10 Coffee Shops in Paris." 
This include places that are 
little shoe repair shops turned 
coffee shops and places famous for 
baristas in bowties who serve all 
their drinks in lime green cups. 
I went to the first coffee shop 
and told myself I wouldn't go back 
to one coffee shop before trying 
the other ten. I've been back to 
this safe place four times now. It's 
called La Cafeotheque de Paris and 
is in Le Marais; from the front 
door, you can see Notre Dame 
and the Seine River. I always go 
to the furthest room where they 
have some eclectic art on the walls 
and rustic, brightly painted but 
chipped wooden tables with tall 
grassy plants around the windows. 
I'm starting to get recognized 
there already, and I have my usual 
order: a cappt,1ccino and a slice of 
cheesecake with strawberry drizzle. 
I can't remember what made 
me even remember this; I was 
probably wishing I could go hang 
out in Barnes and Noble or Books­
A-Million for a while. Whatever 
the reason, one day I decided to 
go hunting for Shakespeare and 
Company, hoping that they might 
have at least a section of books in 
English. Good news! All the books 
are in English, and it's the coolest 
bookstore I've ever seen in my life . 
It's a little overwhelming 
because it's not a large space, but 
it's packed ceiling to floor and 
wall to wall to wall with books, 
alongside book-filled tables in the 
middle of the room, a makeshift 
bookshelf running diagonally 
along the stair case on both sides, 
a makeshift bookshelf in the 
wall at the end of the stairs and 
bookshelves sq,mehow squeezed 
into the mix oO:t he first floor, with 
a similar set-up upstairs. All of the 
books upstairs are for reading in 
the store on the chairs, cushions 
and wall nooks. Anywhere you can 
think they might find a place for 
books, they did. They also offer the 
"random book" which is five euros 
for a book that in a small box, so 
you have no idea what book you're 
getting. I got "The Racketeer" by 
John Grisham and read it in less 
than a week. 
Just because of space 
constraints, I'll finish with this 
one last homey find. Like any 
good southerner, I managed to 
find a barbecue sandwich in Paris . 
Ironically enough, I was actually 
looking everywhere for a salad that 
was going to cost fewer than 15 
euros. After finally moving into the 
Bastille area knowing it had a lot 
of bars and restaurants, I somehow 
happened upon a small half 
lounge/half pub called The Frog 
Revolution that was advertising 
"American Soul Food." 
Of course, it was no Smokin' 
Pig, but not everyone can be a 
barbecue god - especially outside 
of the Southern USA. I sat at a 
little table by a big window in a 
big, old, fancy armchair that you 
might expect to see in a fancy 
home library of an old, well-read 
British man who sits in his chair 
and smokes cigars in front of 
a fireplace. 
I hope all of you Tigers are 
enjoying the last stretch of the 
school year. I know it's a rough part 
of the semester, but you're almost 
there, and I'm almost home. Not 
quite, but almost. 
'Ti! next time. 
-Kelsey 
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Interesting and entertaining courses 
at Clemson thatyou might not know about 
James Kidd fun and interesting four months. happen to be struggling. another engineering class or one gets excited by something when it is 
TimeOut Editor entirely on Chaucer, but who cares genuinelyTHAT good. So, when I say 
Structure of Drama Human Sexual Behavior about that when you could get an that Allen Swords is hands­
Everyone likes a good play, When a class has over 500 easy "A" bowling? down, no competition, the 
Ahh, class registration season! right? If you answered no, I student spots every semester and Because they are worth only single greatest professor and 
There's nothing like copying genuinely feel sorry for your yet it still manages to be packed one credit hour, most of these human being alive, you know I truly 
down all your CRN codes, eagerly poor Oscar Wilde-less lives, but mere minutes after the registration classes are pretty relaxed and meet mean it. 
waiting to refresh the register if yes, then do I have a class for opens for the first time, you know only once a week for around an Being at Clemson University 
page in the seconds before your you! Essentially acting like your that you must have picked a good hour or so. The sheer variety and for three years at this point, I 
designated time. Come to find typical structure class where you choice. While I personally haven't amount are AMAZING. Feeling have yet to hear anything evenly 
out, you couldn't get into that write a sample and workshop taken Human Sexual Behavior stressed out? Take a meditation remotely terrible about him, and 
required film class because a bunch it, there is one defining trait of before, the concept sounds pretty course at Fike and do some yoga considering how fickle some can 
of slacker seniors and athletes had this theatre-themed course that interesting, as there is certainly nidra. Looking to run your first be, that's saying something. As 
higher priority. sets it apart from its brethren: a wealth of information on this 5k or marathon? Take a running kind, hilarious and intelligent 
While most students at everyone's short scene gets particular subject that isn't really course and learn all the things you as they come, you will always 
Clemson have given up at this acted out by you and taught in high school health have to keep in mind to stay safe. get something out of any of the 
point if they didn't apply to the your classmates. courses - or really anywhere else, Need to learn some new moves for various classes he teaches, both in 
honors college or take enough AP While this might sound as evidenced by how many shotgun an upcoming wedding? Take any knowledge and maybe even a life 
classes in high school, there will no terrifying - and admittedly, it is weddings that I've seen after of the basic or intermediate classes lesson or two. 
doubt be quite a few freshman who at the beginning - this class is all high school. for swing, shag and ballroom His classes are usually 
will be salty that they didn't get about discovering your strengths as Many great things have dances to impress everyone on the reading- and discussion-based, 
what they wanted for the upcoming a writer. Whether it be a dramatic been said about the course's dance floor. like most English classes, 
semester. That's not to mention script involving friends growing professor, Ben King, and despite There are so many topics but don't let it deter you if 
those who have to have a certain apart or a comedic skit about an an awkward introduction that he and activities to choose from that doesn't immediately strike 
number of hours a semester to infomercial salesman, there are no apparently does every semester, he here, so if you don't at least take your fancy. The readings are 
keep scholarships. limits to what you can do and no is supposedly very entertaining and one leisure skill during college, acceptable in size and fairly 
Well, consider yourself in luck, prior acting or writing experience quite informative too. you're doing yourself a bit of comprehensible, and he is 
as The Tiger is once again here to is necessary. a disservice. always willing to help you 
save the day (and your schedule) Also, the usual teacher out if you are struggling withLeisure Skills Courses 
with some of the most entertaining for the course, Carol Collins, Leisure skills classes tend to Literally Anything Taught a discussion question in class. 
filler courses at Clemson! While is one of the sweetest human get a lot of undeserved crap for not By Allen Swords There is literally no con to taking a 
none ofthese classes are essential, per beings alive and will help you in being a normal three credit hour I am known by my friends to class with Swords, so what are you 
se, they will no doubt provide a very any way possible if you course. Sure, you could be taking be a fairly neutral person who only waiting for? 
Photo Courtesy of turnl / Fllckr 
Fun courses offered at Clemson cover a wide variety ofactivites and sports, from drama to ultimate frisbee and meditation to swing, shag and ballroom dancing lessons. 
Cookit1g Jroke: Cost- Effective Casserole 
INC-REPIENfS 
• 1POUNP REP POfAfOES 
• 1 0 OUNCES FROZEN SROCCOLI 
• LoW-FAf MILK 
• 8 OUNCES SHREPPEP CHEPPAR 
• 15-0UNCE CAN SREAP CRUMSS 
Dave Gray / Flickr 
INSfRUCflONS 
Place potatoes it1 asaucepat1 at1d cover with water. 
Jrittg to a boil attd reduce heat. Sit1tt1ter 20 t1tit1utes or 
utttil tettder. Uraitt potatoes itt a colattder over a bowl, 
reservittg 1 cup cookittg liquid. Returtt potatoes attd 
liquid to patt; 111ash with a potato 111asher utttil slightly 
chuttky. 
Steat1t broccoli, accordittg to packagittg 
ittstructiotts. Add broccoli attd t1tilk to patt; stir well. 
Spoott potato 111ixture ittto att 11 x7 ittch bakittg 
dish coated with cookitig spray. Jake at S75 degrees 
Fahrettheit for S5 t1tit1utes. Sprittkle with cheddar 
cheese attd bread cru111bs. Jake att additiottal 5 
t1tit1utes or utttil cheese 111elts. 
Recipe courtesy of cheatsheet.com 
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5- Singer Chris; 
10- Indian wrap; 
14- "_quam videri" (North 
Carolina's motto); 
15-Baseball manager Joe; 
16-OPEC member; 
17- James ofjazz; 
18- Beethoven dedicatee; 
19- Hide in the shadows; 
20-Notimaginary; 
21 Doublebreasted overcoat; 
23- Attorneys' org.; 
25- Cutting tool; 




36-1980s attorney general; 
38-Indira Gandhi's father; 
40-1492 vessel; 
42- Indian term ofrespect; 






54- Prefu: with content; 
56-Author Deighton; 
57- Breed ofriding horse; 
62- Smooth tongued; 
66- Drugyielding plant; 
67- Tapestry; 
68- Bean town?; 
69- Ovid, e.g.; 
70- _ we all?; 
, l a 4 
71- Hearing organs; 
72- Jamaican exports; 
73- Flattopped hills; 
74- Hook's helper; 
Down 
1- Suggestive look; 
2- Italy's Villa d'__j 
3 -Hammett hound; 
4-Aquanaut's base; 
5- Repeats; 
6- Boot bottom; 
7- Dry and waterless; 
8- Bears the ictus; 
9- Character actor "Wynn; 
10- Farm structure; 









s ;; 1 ~ ;; •~ 11 
12-Almost unobtainable; 13-
Writing fluid; 
22- Singer Stefani; 
24-Pow!; 
26- Bluish white metallic 
element; 
27- Skirt style; 
28- Tell me about it!; 
29- Scorch; 
30- Doorkeeper; 
32- Loser to DDE; 
33- Pollex; 
34- Corbeled bay window; 
37- Mozan's "_kleine 
Nachtrnusik"; 
39- Magazine founder Eric; 








55- Mr. Moto portrayer; 
57- Diamond family name; 
58- Composition in verse; 
59-Teachers'favorites; 
60- Mined materials; 
61- Capital ofYemen; 
63- Neeson of"Rob Roy"; 
64- Former Hungarian 
premier Nagy; 
65- Not acid; 
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Fabulous townhome on 
Lake Hartwell with dock. 
2 miles away from all 
athletic venues, great for 
athletic weekends or year­
round living for parents 
(no student residents.) 





Jan. 20- Feb. 19 
,;--\ t ; Feb. 20 - March 20 
_.,aumsn March 21 ~ April 20 





fill LIBRA-7\ Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 24- Nov. 21 
~ SAOITTAalUS 
..,~ Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
Cft' CAPRICORN Dec. 22 - Jan. 19 
Thirty minutes is not enough for 
my lunch break, so I think I'm 
going to extend my lunch break 
into not working here anymore. 
When I gee my work done early, I 
wane co leave, not be rewarded for 
finishing early with someone else's 
unfinished work. 
. · 
Instead ofsaying, "Have a nice day!" 
at work, from now on I'm going 
to start saying, "Have the day you 
deserve!" because I hope karma lets 
the door hit you on your way out. 
· Every day at work I wonder if this is . 
going co be the day when I scream, 
"Shue up," or ifl'm going co hold it 
in until 4:30. I don't care about your 
personal problems, so hush. 
It's like the thermostat only has two 
settings at work: the fiery depths of 
hell or the icy tundras ofAntarctica. 
My work says they value their 
employees, so they have Employee 
Appreciation Weck, but the old cake 
leftover from someone's baby shower 
disagrees. 
The only reason I force myself to 
come co work is so American Express 
doesn't hunt me down when I 
haven't paid my bills. 
I've officially run out of excuses why 
I'm late/ not coming into work. I will 
likely be lace because ofwho I am as 
a person, unless you take my excuse 
of being sick ... again. · 
What work has taught me: Take a 
lunch break before your boss, so 
when your boss has co work you 
won't have to do anything. · 
Sometimes the best pan of my day 
is when my chair spins around in · 
circles. It's the little things in life 
that matter the most. 
I would rather be on a beach in the 
Bahamas drinking out ofa coconut. 
Please don't remind me that I'm 
stuck at work. 
Constantly trying to figure out how 
much work I need to do to make it 
look like I accually did work today.f 4 9
j ti--....3 ..-...........4 .................... -1 
8 
.,, t----+-+---1--+--+----+-+---+---I 
1 1 2 6 7 4 5 
2!~-----+-+----+--------­,__..._.....,_...___,__s_____.,__...___.___. 
Horoscopes by: Myra Hutto/ Asst. TimeOut Edttor 
SELF EGIONAL 
HF.ALTHCARE 
Self Regional Healthcare 
Greenwood, SC 
Job Opportunities 
Yes, we hire new graduates. 
Please review our career page at www. 
selfregional.org for an updated list of 
opportunities. Once a week we update the site, 
so if you don't see something you like today, 
make sure you check back next week! 
Opportunities for graduates of the nurse, 
accounting, physical and occupational 
therapy, speech therapy, and IT/IS programs. 
Looking for an Internship? 
With spring and summer coming up maybe 
you are in need of an internship? Please 
call our recruiting department at 864 725-
4902. We'll put you in touch with the hospital 
director that best fits your 
course of study. 
Friend us on facebook at Careers 
at SelfRegional 
e Only at Self. 
